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The Economist: Elizabeth Warren’s Ideas Get Noticed. Michael Bennet’s Are Better. (September 2019)
Boston Globe: Michael Bennet’s Pragmatic Case for President (September 2019)
Washington Post: To Defeat Trump, Democrats Should Nominate Bennet (July 2019)
The Atlantic: The Democrat Who Wants to Stop the Rage (March 2019)
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San Francisco Chronicle: If Joe Biden’s Campaign Implodes, Michael Bennet Is Ready (September 2019)
Washington Post: One Democrat Has the Nerve to Take on Bernie Sanders (May 2019)
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Washington Post: Michael Bennet Knows What’s Wrong With America (May 2019)
Washington Post: Michael Bennet is Sick of Watching Democrats Lose (May 2019)
Washington Post: Democrats Debate How Far Left is Too Far Left as They Prepare to Take on Trump (July 2019)
Washington Post: A Conversation with Michael Bennet (July 2019)
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Ezra Klein Show Podcast: How Mitch McConnell Convinced Michael Bennet to Run for President (June 2019)
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Slate: How Michael Bennet Wants to Fix America (July 2019)
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